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The Vision Jan 03 2020 In this
terrifying novel, #1 New York
Times bestselling author Dean

Koontz reveals the darkness in
a woman's mind—and the killer
lurking there... Mary Bergen
aids the police in solving
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crimes, those that have
happened and those that are
about to. Now this gifted
clairvoyant is using her psychic
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gift to help track a serial killer.
But something terrible from
Mary's past has been invading
her dreams and she is haunted
by the sound of leathery wings.
The killer knows secrets even
she has locked away. Knows
about the torture she was
administered at the hands of a
psycho when she was a little
girl. And he is coming for her
next.
Darkfall Aug 02 2022 Terror
strikes when four hideously
disfigured corpses are
discovered over the course of
four days
Ohne jede Spur Dec 26 2021
Eine junge Frau verschwindet
mitten in der Nacht – ohne jede
Spur. Hübsch, blond, liebevolle
Ehefrau und Mutter, Lehrerin,
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beliebt bei ihren Schülern. Als
Detective Sergeant Warren das
Haus in der idyllischen
Vorstadtsiedlung Bostons
betritt, scheint der Fall klar:
Intakte Schlösser, keine
Spuren eines Kampfes oder
Einbruchs – Sandra Jones hat
ihre Familie verlassen. Die
Medien stürzen sich auf den
Fall. Und schon bald sieht alles
anders aus: Der Ehemann
benimmt sich höchst
verdächtig, die Tochter hütet
ein Geheimnis, Nachbarn und
Bekannte verstricken sich in
Widersprüche. Und auch
Sandra Jones' Fassade bröckelt
... «Ein atemberaubender
Thriller voller einfallsreicher
Wendungen und mit einem
schockierenden Ende.»
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Publisher's Weekly
«Bestsellerautorin Lisa
Gardner übertrifft sich hier
selbst!» Jill M. Smith, RT Book
Reviews
Mitternacht Feb 25 2022
Lightning Sep 22 2021 When
the lightning strikes,
everything changes... Lightning
is a gripping thriller from Dean
Koontz, the master of chilling
suspense, that will thrill fans of
Richard Laymon and Harlan
Coben. 'Lightning sizzles. Wow!
It's a mix to tingle any reader's
fancy' - New York Daily News
The first time the lightning
strikes, Laura Shane is born...
The second time is strikes the
terror starts... though eightyear-old Laura is saved by a
mysterious stranger from the
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perverted and deadly
intentions of a drug-crazed
robber. Throughout her
childhood she is plagued by
ever more terrifying troubles,
and with increasing courage
she finds the strength to
prevail - even without the
intervention of her strange
guardian. But, despite her
success as a novelist, and her
happy family life, Laura cannot
shake the certainty that
powerful and malignant forces
are controlling her destiny.
Then the lightning strikes once
more and shatters her world.
The adventure - and the terror have only just begun... What
readers are saying about
Lightning: 'The story takes you
from the past to the future; it
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twists, turns, makes you shiver
and touches you' 'With evergrowing suspense, you screech
to the end, breathless and
disappointed that the story
ended' 'Definitely the best
Dean Koontz there is'
Sole Survivor Dec 02 2019
300 died in a mysterious plane
crash...but really happened?
From bestselling phenomenon
Dean Koontz, this gripping
thriller is perfect for fans of
THE EYES OF DARKNESS and
Stephen King. 'Dean Koontz is
not just a master of our darkest
dreams, but also a literary
juggler' The Times A
catastrophic, unexplained
plane crash leaves three
hundred and thirty dead - and
no survivors. Among the
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victims are the wife and two
daughters of Joe Carpenter, a
Los Angeles Post crime
reporter. A year after the
crash, still gripped by an
almost paralysing grief, Joe
encounters a woman who
claims to have survived the
crash. But before he can ask
any questions, she slips away.
As desperate chase and
shattering emotional odyssey
will lead Joe to a truth that will
force him to reassess
everything he thought he knew
about life and death - a truth
that, given the chance, will
rock the world and redefine the
destiny of humanity. What
readers are saying about Sole
Survivor: 'The action is fast
paced, the characters are well
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developed and the suspense is
excellent - I certainly would not
have guessed the ending' 'This
book takes off at breakneck
speed. It will keep you glued to
the edge of your seat' 'This is
one of the only books ever to
keep me guessing right to the
end. The end is absolutely
brilliant!'
Fantasy Review Aug 10 2020
Die Unbekannten Apr 29
2022 Während der Jagd mit
seinem Wolfshund Merlin
entdeckt Tierfreund Grady
Adams auf einer Lichtung in
der Wildnis der Rocky
Mountains 2 seltsame weisse,
hundeähnliche Wesen.
Dramatische Dinge ereignen
sich fortan, die Mensch und
Tier sonderbar verändern.
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Darkfall Nov 05 2022 A
blizzard brings a city to a
standstill and ushers in an evil
that defies imagination in this
gripping tale from #1 New
York Times bestselling author
Dean Koontz. Winter gripped
the city. Terror gripped it, too.
They found four corpses in four
days, each more hideous than
the last. At first the cops
thought they were dealing with
a psychopath. But soon they
heard eerie sounds in the
ventilation system—and saw
unearthly silver eyes in the
snow-slashed night. In a city
paralyzed by a blizzard,
something watches, something
stalks…
Worlds So Strange and
Diverse Jan 27 2022 This book
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represents an analysis of
contemporary fantasy (nonmimetic) literature in all its
richness and diversity, and
offers a preliminary definition
of the major fields of
taxonomical interest, in
addition to marking some of
the unmapped territories of
“fantastic” fiction. In its first
part, the book presents an
overview of all major previous
theoretical discussions of the
issue, particularly those by
Tzvetan Todorov, Rosemary
Jackson, Darko Suvin, Brian
Attebery, Marek Oziewicz and
Farah Mendlesohn. The second
part of the book provides an
interesting comprehensive
taxonomy of its own, based on
the notion of supragenological
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types of literature, first
introduced by Andrzej
Zgorzelski.
Die schwarze Feder Jul 21
2021 Seit einer schrecklichen
Nacht in der Vergangenheit ist
Howie Dugley auf der linken
Körperseite entstellt. Der
Elfjährige ist ein Außenseiter
und Opfer grausamen Spotts,
niemand will ihn zum Freund
haben. Doch dann, eines Tages,
lernt er einen Mann kennen,
der noch grusliger aussieht als
er selbst: Alton Turner
Blackwood. Zum ersten Mal
zeigt jemand außer seiner
Mutter Verständnis für Howie.
Obwohl der Junge sich vor dem
Mann, der einen Raben zum
Begleiter hat, ein wenig
fürchtet, entspinnt sich eine
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zarte Freundschaft zwischen
den beiden. Howie weiß nicht,
dass der Rabenmann – anders
als er selbst – auch innerlich
ein Monster ist. Ein Monster
auf der Suche nach neuen
Opfern. In seinem
meisterhaften Kurzroman
erzählt Dean Koontz, wie Alton
Turner Blackwood zu seiner
wahnhaften mörderischen
Bestimmung fand. Seine
weitere Geschichte ist
nachzulesen in „Der
Rabenmann“.
Survivor May 31 2022
Discovering Dean Koontz Sep
03 2022 Dean Koontz started
his career as a science fiction
writer before he left the genre
to ultimately become one of
America's best-selling authors.
5/14

In this volume, author Munster
looks at Koontz's horror and
dark suspense fiction.
Devil's Knot Dec 14 2020 The
award-winning investigative
journalist takes readers deep
inside the 1993 slayings of
three boys in West Memphis,
Arkansas, revealing the
overzealous prosecution that
may have improperly convicted
three teenagers. Reprint.
The Funhouse Aug 29 2019 Evil
comes in frightening and
familiar forms in this terrifying
novel from #1 New York Times
bestselling author Dean
Koontz. Once there was a girl
who ran away and joined a
traveling carnival. She married
a man she grew to hate—and
gave birth to a child she could
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never love. A child so
monstrous that she killed it
with her own hands... Twentyfive years later, Ellen Harper
has a new life, a new husband,
and two normal children—Joey
loves monster movies and Amy
is about to graduate from high
school. But their mother
drowns her secret guilt in
alcohol and prayer. The time
has come for Amy and Joey to
pay for her sins, because the
carnival is coming back to
town...
Ort des Grauens Nov 24 2021
Phantoms Oct 31 2019
“Phantoms is gruesome and
unrelenting…It’s well realized,
intelligent, and
humane.”—Stephen King They
found the town silent,
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apparently abandoned. Then
they found the first body,
strangely swollen and still
warm. One hundred fifty were
dead, 350 missing. But the
terror had only begun in the
tiny mountain town of
Snowfield, California. At first
they thought it was the work of
a maniac. Or terrorists. Or
toxic contamination. Or a
bizarre new disease. But then
they found the truth. And they
saw it in the flesh. And it was
worse than anything any of
them had ever imagined...
Darkfall Jul 01 2022 At first
the police thought they were
dealing with a psychopath or a
vicious gangland war. Then,
they heard the eerie sounds in
the ventilation system and saw
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the silver eyes in the night. In a
city paralyzed by a blizzard,
something watches--something
whose ultimate victims are
young and innocent. Copyright
© Libri GmbH. All rights
reserved.
Horror Literature through
History: An Encyclopedia of
the Stories that Speak to
Our Deepest Fears [2
volumes] Oct 24 2021 This
two-volume set offers
comprehensive coverage of
horror literature that spans its
deep history, dominant themes,
significant works, and major
authors, such as Stephen King,
Edgar Allan Poe, and Anne
Rice, as well as lesser-known
horror writers. • Describes
horror literature during
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different periods, thus helping
readers understand the roots of
modern horror literature, how
works of horror have engaged
social issues, and how horror
has evolved over time •
Connects horror literature to
popular culture through
sidebars on film adaptations,
television shows, video games,
and other nonliterary, popular
culture topics • Includes
excerpts from selected literary
works that exemplify topics
discussed in the entries that
support English language arts
standards by enabling students
to read these excerpts critically
in light of the entries • Prompts
students to consider the nature
of horror as a genre, the
relationship of horror literature
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and social issues, and how
horror literature intersects
with mainstream supernatural
concerns, such as religion
Strangers Sep 30 2019 “The
plot twists ingeniously...an
engaging, often chilling
book.”—The New York Times
Book Review A writer in
California. A doctor in Boston.
A motel owner and his
employee in Nevada. A priest in
Chicago. A robber in New York.
A little girl in Las Vegas.
They’re a handful of people
from across the country, living
through eerie variations of the
same nightmare. A dark
memory is calling out to them.
And soon they will be drawn
together, deep in the heart of a
sprawling desert, where the
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terrifying truth awaits...
Nackte Angst Aug 22 2021
Watchers Feb 02 2020 A
“superior thriller”(Oakland
Press) about a man, a dog, and
a terrifying threat that could
only have come from the
imagination of #1 New York
Times bestselling author Dean
Koontz—nominated as one of
America’s best-loved novels by
PBS’s The Great American
Read. On his thirty-sixth
birthday, Travis Cornell hikes
into the foothills of the Santa
Ana Mountains. But his path is
soon blocked by a bedraggled
Golden Retriever who will let
him go no further into the dark
woods. That morning, Travis
had been desperate to find
some happiness in his lonely,
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seemingly cursed life. What he
finds is a dog of alarming
intelligence that soon leads him
into a relentless storm of
mankind’s darkest creation...
The House of Thunder Feb 13
2021 How do you know what is
real when you wake into a
nightmare? The House of
Thunder is an unforgettable
novel of terror and murder
from bestselling novelist Dean
Koontz. Perfect for fans of
Richard Laymon and Harlan
Coben. 'Dean Koontz is a prose
stylist whose lyricism heightens
malevolence and tension. [He
creates] characters of unusual
richness and depth' - The
Seattle Times In a cavern
called The House of Thunder,
Susan Thorton watched in
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terror as her lover died a brutal
death in a college hazing. And
in the following four years, the
four young men who
participated in that grim
fraternity rite also died
violently. Or did they? Twelve
years later Susan wakes in a
hospital bed. Apparently
involved in a fatal accident, she
is suffering from amnesia. She
doesn't remember who she is
or why she is there. All she
knows is that her
convalescence is unfolding into
a fearful nightmare - and that
the faces that surround her,
pretending loving care, are
those of the four men involved
in that murder years before.
Have the dead come back to
life? Or has Susan plunged into
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the abyss of madness? With the
help of her neurosurgeon,
Susan desperately clings to her
sanity while fighting to uncover
who or what could be stalking
her... What readers are saying
about The House of Thunder: 'I
have never read a book so filled
with mystery and suspense'
'Koontz creates several
ingenious plot twists and
mysteries, some of which had
me gasping out loud, they were
so fantastic' 'Wonderful plot
and living, breathing
characters are of course the
norm from Koontz, but this
book has an indefinable quality
about it that sets it apart from
the others'
Intensity Oct 12 2020 Als
Chyna Shepherd bei ihrer
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Freundin im ländlichen Oregon
zu Besuch ist, dringt ein
psychopathischer Mörder ins
Haus und tötet die Familie.
Vess, der Killer, verfolgt nur
ein einziges Ziel, nämlich jede
Empfindung bis zum
Äussersten auszukosten. Als
Chyna sich gegen ihn zur Wehr
setzt, verwickelt er sie in ein
mörderisches Spiel, dessen
Intensität er mit jedem
Spielzug steigert. Dean Koontz
wurde 1945 in Pennsylvania
geboren und lebt heute mit
seiner Frau in Kalifornien.
Seine zahlreichen Romane Thriller und Horrorromane wurden in 38 Sprachen
übersetzt und sämtlich zu
internationalen Bestsellern.
Weltweit wurden bislang 400
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Millionen Exemplare seiner
Bücher verkauft. Zuletzt bei
Heyne erschienen: 'Blindwütig'
Blindwütig Jul 09 2020 Dein
Urteil lautet: »Verdammnis«
Der Bestsellerautor Cubby
Greenwich erhält eine
vernichtende Rezension für
sein neuestes Werk. Entgegen
allen Warnungen sucht er eine
Begegnung mit dem Kritiker,
Shearman Waxx. Was er nicht
weiß: Waxx ist ein sadistischer
Psychopath – und er wird von
nun an alles daransetzen,
Cubbys Leben auszulöschen.
Von allen Seiten wird der Autor
Cubby Greenwich mit Lob für
sein neues Werk überschüttet.
Doch ausgerechnet der
angesehenste Kritiker,
Shearman Waxx, schreibt eine
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vernichtende Rezension. Der
Schriftsteller sucht das
Gespräch mit Waxx, doch der
starrt ihn nur kalt an und
flüstert schließlich ein einziges
Wort: »Verdammnis«. Am
selben Tag noch findet Cubby
sein schönstes Familienfoto
halb verbrannt im Ofen wieder.
Er und seine Frau werden
nächtens überfallen und mit
Elektroschockern traktiert.
Und als schließlich ihr Haus in
die Luft fliegt, wissen sie es
endgültig: Shearman Waxx ist
ein sadistischer Psychopath,
der sich nicht weniger
vorgenommen hat, als Cubby
und seine ganze Familie zu
vernichten. Da er über beste
Verbindungen zu Polizei und
Politik verfügt, sind seine Opfer
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ganz auf sich allein gestellt.
Eine gnadenlose Hetzjagd
beginnt ...
Strategies for Struggling
Writers May 19 2021 Featuring
a wealth of real-life examples,
the book helps readers to
understand the default
strategies students bring to the
classroom, and to work
collaboratively on developing
these into strategies for
successful writing.
Lost Souls (Dean Koontz’s
Frankenstein, Book 4) Jun 07
2020 SOMEONE NEW IS
PLAYING GOD The
Frankenstein story updated to
the 21st century by the great
American storyteller Dean
Koontz.
Icons of Horror and the
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Supernatural Jan 15 2021
Offers entries on 24 of the
significant archetypes of horror
and the supernatural, from the
classical epics of Homer to the
novels of Stephen King.
Opferweg Jun 27 2019 Odd
Thomas ist am Ende seiner
Reise angekommen. Seit seine
Freundin ermordet wurde, hat
er Entsetzliches erlebt und
grauenhafte Untaten
verhindert, er hat blinden Hass
und Mordlust kennengelernt,
aber auch tiefste menschliche
Liebe. Nun kehrt er zurück in
seinen Heimatort Pico Mundo,
wo seine Feinde ein letztes
blutiges Komplott planen. Sie
sind viel mächtiger als er, der
Tod scheint ihm gewiss – aber
wer sollte sonst seine Freunde
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retten?
The Dead Town (Dean
Koontz’s Frankenstein, Book
5) May 07 2020 The
cataclysmic conclusion to
Koontz’s brilliant reworking of
the classic tale.
Dean R. Koontz 1 Oct 04
2022
Searching for Sycorax Sep 10
2020 Searching for Sycorax
highlights the unique position
of Black women in horror as
both characters and creators.
Kinitra D. Brooks creates a
racially gendered critical
analysis of African diasporic
women, challenging the horror
genre’s historic themes and
interrogating forms of
literature that have often been
ignored by Black feminist
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theory. Brooks examines the
works of women across the
African diaspora, from Haiti,
Trinidad, and Jamaica, to
England and the United States,
looking at new and canonized
horror texts by Nalo
Hopkinson, NK Jemisin, Gloria
Naylor, and Chesya Burke.
These Black women fiction
writers take advantage of
horror’s ability to highlight
U.S. white dominant cultural
anxieties by using Africana
folklore to revise horror’s
semiotics within their own
imaginary. Ultimately, Brooks
compares the legacy of
Shakespeare’s Sycorax (of The
Tempest) to Black women
writers themselves, who,
deprived of mainstream access
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to self-articulation,
nevertheless influence the
trajectory of horror criticism by
forcing the genre to decentralize whiteness and
maleness.
Tür ins Dunkel Mar 17 2021
Dark Rivers of the Heart Nov
12 2020 Do you dare step
through the red door? From
bestselling phenomenon Dean
Koontz, this is a gripping,
heart-pounding thriller perfect
for fans of THE EYES OF
DARKNESS and Stephen King.
Spencer Grant had no idea
what drew him to the bar with
the red door. He thought he
would just sit down, have a
beer or two, talk to a stranger.
He couldn't know that it would
lead to a narrow escape from a
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bungalow targeted by a SWAT
team. Or that it would leave
him a wanted man. But now
Spencer is on the run from
mysterious and ruthless men.
And he is hiding from a past he
can't fully remember. On his
trail is a shadowy security
agency that answers to no oneincluding the U.S. governmentand a man who considers
himself a compassionate Angel
of Death. But worst of all,
Spencer Grant is on a collision
course with inner demons he
thought he'd buried years ago inner demons that could
destroy him if his enemies don't
first. 'A fresh surprise on
virtually every page . . . and a
pyrotechnic denouement full of
marvelous mayhem.'The
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Washington Post 'Terrifying . . .
a heart-pounding thriller.'
Cosmopolitan Readers are
gripped by this page-turning
read: 'Could not put this down.
It had me on the edge of my
seat all the way through.' *****
Goodreads review This story is
meant to be fiction and yet the
more time that passes, the
more real this chilling account
of the world is' ***** Goodreads
review 'This book is one of my
favorites. I've read this one at
least 4 times.' ***** Goodreads
review
Frankenstein - Der Schöpfer
Apr 17 2021 Der Krieg gegen
die Menschheit hat begonnen
Zwei Jahre ist es her, dass
Victor Frankenstein gestorben
ist. Und dennoch setzt jemand
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namens »Victor Leben« sein
Zerstörungswerk fort: In einem
Städtchen in Montana werden
Schritt für Schritt alle
Menschen durch Angehörige
der Neuen Rasse er setzt. Ein
Probelauf für die ganze Welt.
Wird es dem Polizisten duo
Carson O’Connor und Michael
Maddison mit ihren wenigen
Verbündeten gelingen, den
Wahnsinn zu stoppen?
The Face of Fear Apr 05 2020
For one man, facing his own
murder is not as terrifying as
surviving it in this blistering
novel of suspense from #1 New
York Times bestselling author
Dean Koontz. A brutal killer
known as “The Butcher” is
stalking women in New York
City. When the police enlist the
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help of clairvoyant Graham
Harris, the horrifying images of
the Butcher’s crimes replay in
Harris’s mind—sometimes even
at the moment they are
happening. Then he sees the
most terrifying vision of
all—that of his own murder.
Harris and his girlfriend soon
find themselves trapped on the
fortieth floor of a deserted
office building. The guards
have been killed, the elevators
shut down, and the stairways
blocked. The only way out is to
climb down the sheer face of
the building. Otherwise they'll
become the Butcher’s next
victims.
Xenograffiti Mar 29 2022 In
this new retrospective
collection spanning almost
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forty years, Pilgrim Award- and
Collector's Award-winning
fantasy novelist, critic, and
bibliographer Robert Reginald
contributes forty-five essays on
writers of fantastic literature,
including such major and minor
figures as: Piers Anthony,
Edwin Lester Arnold, Margaret
Atwood, John Kendrick Bangs,
Leslie Barringer, John Bellairs,
Arthur Byron Cover, Lindsey
Davis, Alexander de Comeau,
Daphne du Maurier, R. Lionel
Fanthorpe, H. Rider Haggard,
Charlotte Haldane, Edward
Heron-Allen, Eleanor M.
Ingram, Vernon Knowles,
Katherine Kurtz, Andrew Lang,
Fritz Leiber, Bruce McAllister,
Ward Moore, Robert Nathan,
Sir Henry Newbolt, William F.
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Nolan, John Norman, Keith
Roberts, Michael Reaves, Brian
Stableford, and George
Zebrowski. Also included is a
comprehensive bibliography
and history of the publications
of Starmont House, Inc., and
FAX Collector's Editions, a
selection of reviews and
obituaries, a bibliography, and
detailed index. This unique
literary collection will prove of
interest both to students and
researchers alike. This second
edition features fifteen new
pieces, including the author's
earliest published critique
(1968), and a number of
original autobiographical
reflections on his life and
career penned shortly after his
heart attack in 2003.
13/14

The Mask Mar 05 2020 Jane is
a very good girl. But #1 New
York Times bestselling author
Dean Koontz shows that
appearances can be
deceiving—in a deadly way...
She appears out of nowhere, a
beautiful teenage girl in the
middle of traffic on a busy day.
Paul and Carol Tracy are drawn
to her—she's the child they
never thought they could have.
But then Carol's nightmares
begin—the ghastly sounds in
the night...the bloody face in
the mirror...the razor-sharp ax.
Jane can't remember her past.
And as Carol attempts to help
her uncover who she was, she
has no idea of the horrors that
await...
Racheherz Jul 29 2019
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Mass-Market Fiction and
the Crisis of American
Liberalism, 1972–2017 Jun
19 2021 Mass-Market Fiction
and the Crisis of American
Liberalism, 1972–2017 tracks
the transformation of liberal
thought in the contemporary
United States through the
unique lens of the popular
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paperback. The book focuses
on cultural shifts as they
appear in works written by
some of the most widely-read
authors of the last fifty years:
the idea of love within a New
Economy (Danielle Steel), the
role of government in scientific
inquiry (Michael Crichton),
entangled political alliances
and legacies in the aftermath of
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the 1960s (Tom Clancy), the
restructured corporation (John
Grisham), and the blurred line
between state and personal
empowerment (Dean Koontz).
To address the current crisis,
this book examines how the
changed character of American
liberalism has been rendered
legible for a mass audience.
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